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Abstract
The convection coefficient is an important thermal property. In this study, using an infrared
thermometer, the convection coefficient of still air is estimated. First, the sample is heated in a sintering
oven, then placed on a wood table for obtaining an almost adiabatic boundary, finally its temperature is
recorded with respect to time using an infrared thermometer. The data is curve-fitted to find the sample
temperature as a function of time. Using the sample’s physical dimensions, the specific heat capacity
and the mass of the sample, the convection coefficient of still air is estimated.
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1. Introduction
It is important to model heat transfer dynamics of the systems [1], [2]. Newton’s law of cooling
is used to describe natural cooling of objects [2], [3]. The convection constant or the heat
transfer coefficient (hc), is used in thermodynamics to calculate the heat transfer typically
occurring by convection. The coefficient is very important parameter in science and engineering
[1], [2], [4]–[10]. Dynamic analysis of some thermal systems cannot be done without this

parameter and numerical studies of such systems also require using it. The following studies
given in [5]–[22] are to be summarized to show its importance as the follows.
In [5], numerical investigation of unsteady natural convection problem in vertical open ended,
and porous cylinder which has been done to simulate the transient heat mass convection in the
grain storage in silos. In [6], an approximate solution for the application of the Kirchhoff
transform to thermal spreading problems with convection in the sink plane is developed and
the technique is shown to be accurate to within 1% for relevant problems in device-level thermal
analysis. In [7], an experimental study is reported on the laminar forced convection of Al2O3water and Al2O3-polyalphaolefin nanofluids through a circular minichannel and it is found
that Although nanofluids enhance convective heat transfer, the results show that their thermal
effectiveness is adversely offset by the combined effects of increased viscosity and lower
specific heat. The study given in [8] has presented a new more accurate formulation for
determining the surface temperature of a magnetic core using the following two characteristic
parameters: the height of the core and the average convective heat flux dissipated from the side
surface and both natural convection and radiation are accounted for, using finite-element-based
simulations without using a constant heat transfer coefficient. This experimental study in [9]
has investigated heat-transfer physics of forced convection in a reciprocating square duct fitted
with 45° crossed ribs on two opposite walls.
In [10], the effects of the multigrid technique on the accuracy and efficiency in describing
convective heat transfer in closed and open cavities with and without liquid-solid phase changes
of Newtonian and shear-thinning non-Newtonian fluids are analyzed. In [11], the results of a
numerical study of the melting and natural convection in a rectangular enclosure heated with
three discrete protruding electronic components which are the heat sources mounted on a
conducting vertical plate are given. In [12], the natural convection in an inclined porous
rectangular cavity is examined numerically. In [13], the influence of pulsating flow on
convection heat transfer in corrugated tube is inspected through numerical simulation at case
of different pulsating amplitude and different. pulsating frequency. A CFD study of natural
convection heat transfer from an enclosed assembly of vertical cylinders is given in [14] and
the heat transfer coefficient is calculated. A full grid interval collocation method (FGICM) and
a sparse grid interval collocation method (SGICM) is proposed to solve the uncertain heat
convection-diffusion problem with interval input parameters in material properties, applied
loads and boundary conditions in [15].
The effect of convective heat transport in modelling the early evolution of conduits in limestone
aquifers using a flow-heat-solute coupled karst evolution model is quantified in [16]. The
temperature field within evaporating ethanol droplets is investigated, relying on the two-color
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) measurement technique and on a Direct Numerical Simulation
which takes into account key aspects of the droplet heating and evaporation such as the nonuniform and transient stress, and the mass and heat transfer coefficients at the droplet surface
in [17]. The effect of heat convection on drying of porous semi-infinite space with a heat flux
condition on the fixed face x=0 is examined in [19]. The numerical study in [20] investigates
the convective heat transfer and flow fluid inside a horizontal circular tube in the fullydeveloped laminar flow regime under the constant wall temperature boundary condition to get
the steady temperature distribution in the fluid. In [21], a heat convection length, Δs, which
can greatly simplify the analysis, yet allow the convection characteristics to be retained is
proposed instead of having to simultaneously solve governing equations for conservations of
mass, momentum, and energy to find the heat transfer coefficient, h, to make the calculations
easier for contemporary undergraduate students.
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In [17], A process control method for the electric current-activated/assisted sintering system
based on the container-consumed power and temperature estimation is developed by showing
that the radiated and convection heat transfer can be ignored during the heating of the system.
The parameter can also be used to model biological systems [18]. The various studies given
in [5]–[22] requires the heat transfer coefficient and shows how important the parameter is in
science and engineering. That’s why it is of importance to calculate it.
A simple way to calculate h is to define it through the classical formula for convection obtained
by Newton's law of cooling [3]. Both the ambient and the sample temperature are important to
estimate hc. Thermal energy of a uniform object is calculated using its mass and its specific heat
capacity which is one of the characteristic properties of a material [2]. Such a properties are
listed in material handbooks and measured for new materials commonly [23]. It is important to
measure the thermal properties of the new materials using cheap and accurate methods. Infrared
thermography can also be used to determine Air Side Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
[24]–[27].
Measurement of the convective heat-transfer coefficient is made using the thermal time constant
in [25]. In this study, an infrared thermometer is used to measure and record the sample
temperature with respect to time and then a least-square curve-fitting method is used to find the
ambient temperature instead of using an iterative method required by setting an initial value of
the ambient temperature. Temperatures of the cylindrical samples are measured used using an
infrared thermometer. A sintering oven is used to heat up a sample. The sample is then taken
out and placed on a wood for having thermal insulation and obtaining an almost adiabatic
boundary. Then, the heated sample temperature is measured with an infrared meter. From the
recorded data, the thermal time constant is obtained. Then, using the physical dimensions and
its measured mass, its specific heat capacity, the convection coefficient of still-air is estimated
using both of the samples.
The paper is arranged as the follows. After this introduction, in the second section, the
measurement system used in experiments is explained and the samples are introduced. In the
third section, the heat transfer model of the system is given. In the fourth section, the
experimental results are given, the results are curve-fitted using least squares method, and the
convection coefficient of still-air using the samples are estimated. The paper is concluded with
the last section.

2. Materials and method
The samples used in this study and their parameters are shown in Figure 1 and their dimensions
are given in Table 1. The sample is placed on a wood table for thermal isolation during cooling.
A 8000 Watt sintering oven is used to heat up the samples. After heating the sample in the oven
during considerable amount time, the sample is taken out and put on the table. An infrared
thermometer is placed about 70 cm away from the sample put on the table and the experimental
setup system is depicted in Figure 2. The sample temperature is recorded with respect to time
during the cooling process.
Table 1. Physical Dimensions of the Samples.
Sample
Steel
Copper

Mass (g)
28.165
10.13

Diameter(mm)
22
15.9
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Height (mm)
9.73
11.6

Figure 1. Sample Photographs

Figure 2. The experimental setup system

3. Heat transfer model of the experiment system
The sample whose heat transfer coefficient to be measured is placed on a wood table. Therefore,
its surface sample area except its base are surrounded by air which does not flow. The woodthe sample base boundary is taken as an adiabatic boundary in which no heat is gained or lost
by the system. Since the heat transfer from the bottom base area of the sample to the wood is
ignored, i.e. the bottom base of the sample is taken mathematically as a Neumann boundary.
The air temperature is assumed to be constant. Therefore, the system can lose heat due to both
natural convection and radiation throughout the surrounding air. It is predicted that most of the
heat transfer dynamics from the sample being cooled are governed by convection since the
sample temperature is not enough to have a considerable radiation power. The surface
temperature measurements taken from different points on the metal and intermetallic samples
shows that the temperature of the samples on the surface is almost constant and varies only with
respect to time. This indicates that the Biot number of the metal and intermetallic samples are
low enough to neglect internal thermal dynamics of the samples, i.e. the Biot number, Bi <=
0.1 [2]. In this case, the sample temperature can be assumed to be uniform within the whole
volume and, therefore, the measurement system can be treated simply as a lumped parameter
problem. In heat transfer, some bodies are observed to behave like “Lump” whose interior
temperature remains essentially uniform at all time during heat transfer (isothermal or uniform
temperature distribution). A lumped thermal circuit is a simple approximation to the heat
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transfer model and the equivalent or the lumped thermal circuit of the system studied in this
paper is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The lumped parameter thermal circuit model of the measurement system during the
cooling.
Considering conservation of the energy, assuming the table has a constant temperature, and
submitting object physical parameters such as the heat transfer area and the heat transfer
coefficient, etc., the differential equation describing sample temperature is given as

CVC cC

d TC
  AC  k SB TC4  hC TC  T  
dt

(1)

where k SF is the Stephan-Boltzman constant,  is the emissivity, hC is the convection constant
of the sample, AC   r 2  2 r  is the total area of the sample surrounded by the air, T is the
ambient temperature, TC is the instantaneous sample temperature, C is the sample mass
density, VC is the sample volume, cC is the sample specific heat capacitance.
Since the radiation loss is ignored since the samples are not heated to very high temperatures,
(1) turns into
mC cC

d TC
  AC hC TC  T 
dt

(2)

where mC is the sample mass.
The convection thermal resistance is given as
RTH  1/ ( hC AC )

(3)

d TC  T 
T  T 
 C 
dt
RTH C

(4)

(2) turns into

where C  mC cC is the sample heat capacitance. The solution of (4) is given as

TC (t )  TC (t0 )e



t t0
RTH C

 T  TC (t0 )e



t  t0



 T

(5)

where TC (t0 ) is the initial temperature at time t0 , T is the ambient temperature,  is the thermal
time constant and is given as

  RTH C  mC cC RTH  mC cC / (hC AC )

(6)

In the next chapter, using the experimental data and curve fitting, the thermal time constant is
to be obtained.
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4. Convection Coefficient Estimation
4.1. Experimental Results
Two experiments are performed to record sample temperatures with respect to time with this
experimental setup shown in Figure 2. The sample temperatures for steel and copper are
acquired with respect to time as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The infrared thermometer
shows that the temperature distribution is uniform on the sample cooling areas. The samples
are heated up for a considerable amount time in the oven. The sample is taken out of the oven
using a pair of pincers. This results in some heat loss to the pincers and throughout it to the
ambiance. As a result of the loss, the sample temperature on the surface becomes less than the
interior sample temperature. That’s why, if it is waited for a while, the sample temperature
increases first due to the fact that the interior sample temperature is higher than the surface
temperature and the power flows from inside to outside and the sur. After the thermal balance
is reached within the sample (the sample temperature stops increasing), the sample temperature
starts decreasing and its profile resembles an exponential curve. The sample temperature keeps
falling down to the ambient temperature and that lumped system is applicable. The experiments
are performed long enough to obtain a good cooling data. However, the experiment is finished
before temperature becomes equal to the ambient temperature. By post-processing the
experimental data, the thermal time constants of the samples are to be estimated in the next
section.
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Figure 4. The steel sample temperature and fitted curve versus time
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Figure 5. The Copper sample temperature and fitted curve versus time
4.2. Convection Coefficient Estimation via Curve Fitting
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Matlab is used to curve-fit the experimental data. The curve-fitted functions for the samples are
also shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The initial time t0 is taken to be zero and, therefore, the
following curve-fitting function is used:
T  ae  bt  c

(7)

The calculated a, b and c coefficients are shown in Table 2. The thermal constants from the
experiments are calculated with curve-fitting parameters. The thermal time constant is found as

  1/ b

(8)

The convection coefficient of still air can be calculated as
hC  cC mC /  AC

(9)

The calculated curve-fitting parameters and the specific heat capacity values of copper and steel
taken from [2] can be seen in Table 2. Using the values given in Table 1 and Table 2, the
following thermal time-constants and the convection coefficients given in Table 3 are
calculated. For the case that the air flow speed is zero or for still-air, the convection constant,
hC , is given equal to 10 W/(m2K) in [2]. For the cylindrical samples, we have found it higher
than the value given in [2]. Also, this shows that it is dependent on the object dimensions.
Typical heat transfer coefficients of air ranges from hC  10 to 100 W/(m2K) and 15 %
uncertainty in convection heat transfer coefficient, hC , in most cases is considered normal and
expected. Convection coefficient values are obtained as 25.32 W/(m2K) and 13.14 W/(m2K)
for steel and copper, respectively. Considering the 15 % uncertainty and the typical range of
the heat transfer coefficients, the calculated values are acceptable.
Table 2. Comparison of the experimental and actual specific heat capacity values.
a
b
c
  1/ b (sn)
 cC databook

Copper
122.0022
0.0026
35.7753
384.61
385

Steel
322.2789
0.0023
40.6317
434.78
450

C  mC cC

4.4524

6.9766

Table 3. Convection coefficient of still air measured for steel and copper samples.
hC  cC mC /  AC

Copper
13.14 W/(m2K)

Steel
25.32/(m2K)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, using an infrared thermometer, the sample temperature versus time during cooling
is acquired. The analytical solution of the cooling equation is given ignoring the radiation heat
loss. Then, using curve-fitting of the experimental data, the unknown parameters of the solution
are calculated. The convection coefficient of still air is calculated using the thermal time
constant found from the curve-fitting. Two different estimation of the convection coefficient of
still air using samples of copper and steel are made.
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In the literature, typical heat transfer coefficients of air are given to ranges from 10 to 100
W/(m2K) and 15 % uncertainty in convection heat transfer coefficient is usually acceptable.
Convection coefficient values are obtained as 25.32 W/(m2K) and 13.14 W/(m2K) for steel and
copper, respectively. The calculated values stay within the typical range of the heat transfer
coefficients given in databooks. This shows the method’s applicability. Therefore, universities
without more sophisticated measurement systems can use the method given in this paper to
estimate the convection coefficient of still air since it is a cheap and easy-to-use method and
only requires an infrared thermometer. In this paper, only metallic samples are used in
experiments. For insulator samples, a more sophisticated heat transfers or lumped-parameter
thermal circuit model which takes the heat transfer into the wood should be taken into account.
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